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Summarizing Knowledge  
Four environments, Blood, ECM, Cytoplasm  with 
organelles and Nucleus, influence hormone flow 
and actions. Both T3 and T4 exert specific  pro- 
liferative actions involving cell to cell crosstalk in 
ECM via Integrin avb3 (1 in figure). Thus T4 is not 
only a prohormone but at the level of ECM a 
specific growth factor. Deiodinases (DI-I,II,III) 
activate or deactivate internalized hormones  (T4, 
T3) and nuclear T3-receptors (TRa1,2 orTRb1,2,3) 
drive DNA transcription (mRNA, ncRNA) for 
protein synthesis/silencing. Thus hormone effects 
are either rapid  non-genomic such as T4,T3 in 
ECM (1 in figure) or T3, T2 at the level of 
mitochondria (2 in figure) –  or delayed  genomic 
T3 effects at the level of nucleus  (3 on figure).  
Therefore thyroid hormones balance cell 
proliferation - apoptosis, cell to cell  interaction 
and tissue integrity, regulates energy and heat 
production and impact transcription via receptor 
integration. Effects are tissue specific end depend  
on  conditions in  ECM environment (pH, pe, ions, 
hydration, metabolites) and T3, T4 bioavailability. 
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Introduction  Convergence of sciences drives biological  knowledge towards complex coherent system 
understanding replacing traditional linear reductionist thinking.  Thyroid hormones are known to impact and 
connect a multitude of metabolic aspects however mechanisms of system integration are largely unidentified. 
Summarizing present knowledge indicate multiplicity in functions, connectedness  of mechanisms and 
possible unrecognized elasticity/plasticity in hormone distribution related to transthyretin (TTR).        
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Conclusion  The role of TTRT4 is much more complex and diverse than recognized in textbooks. Further studies of  TTRT4 as 

moderator of interacting metabolic functions in health and disease with special reference to conditions in the ECM is warranted.  


